ELECTRICAL SELECTION STUDIO

STUDIO –
9A WHITFIELD BOULEVARD
CRANBOURNE WEST VIC 3977

Visit InStyle Gallery’s electrical selection studio
and be spoiled for choice
We understand it can be overwhelming when building a new home, which
is why we encourage you (or your clients) to come into our unrestricted
creative space and let your imagination take the reins for electrical design
and inspiration.

The InStyle process
Your consultation and design
InStyle Gallery’s new showroom studio is home to our in-house Electrical
Consultation Service that allows our expert design and sales team to
collaborate on a face-to-face basis with clients. Here, clients are given the
opportunity to see, touch and feel our prodigious range of electrical
products, with direct access to a world of options that include (but are not
limited to) alternative colour schemes, state-of-the-art lighting/power
products, home security and automation solutions.
Our consultation service can vary between one to three hours, but
ultimately is governed by the size and complexity of the dwelling
concerned.

We personalise your plans and options with CAD software
Our qualified design team will innovate your electrical package by
developing a distinctive design, at the most cost-effective price, by the
conclusion of the consultation. Together we’ll help create an environment
that’s welcoming AND functional, and prompt you or your clients to think
ahead about seamlessly integrating the benefits of task and decorative
lighting into your architectural drawings.
With the aid of our specific design modelling program, we will instantly
augment the electrical plans in real-time, and simultaneously establish a
clear variation price of the costs incurred. With no veiled costs, you or your
clients will feel involved and in-control when creating your dream home’s
electrical system and choosing appropriate fixtures and fittings.
We’ll also provide clarity when it comes to electrical necessities and
planning for future provisions, to eliminate the potential of unwarranted and
excessive costs when upgrading homes as the years roll forward.
With the growing integration of technology in everyone’s lives, we can
design home automation, access control, security and data to help make
everyday tasks more seamless, energy-efficient and uniquely stylish.

DESIGN | CONSULT | CREATE | UPSELL

Working through the building plans together, we’ll introduce our full-colour,
graphic artistry capabilities and help you or your clients truly see the full
suite of electrical technology, and how it’s going to be located within your
home.

Whether you’re a builder, architect or the homeowner, you’ll experience
the customised opportunity to maximise your design and pre-planning
more effectively with us. We’ll then proceed to modify your preconstruction layout and produce a new, interactive plan and quote right
before your eyes.
Our InStyle process provides you with quality working drawings, an instant
quotation and an installation schedule. It’s that simple!
In only one session, our clients will have a fully costed and conclusively
detailed lighting and electrical plan. It’s a one stop process, created in
consultation with our InStyle experts.
Building plans will be adjusted and regenerated on-the-spot, for you to
work from, and you can leisurely explore our showroom samples for total
peace of mind.
You, or your client, can have complete confidence that your wishes can
come true, and that your Electrical selections are the perfect fit for
installation in all your new homes or projects.

Create the right mood by selecting from our
endless array of choices and our revered
architectural flare for design.

You’ll have had the benefit of all the support and closure you need by
having already physically tested and familiarised yourselves with a diverse
variety of tangible products in our showroom before the customised
electrical package is professionally installed.
When it’s time to activate your tailored design plans onsite, we’ll have all of
the required lighting, switches, the latest in technology, and our team of
qualified electrical technicians ready-to-go, so that your build can proceed
on-time, on-budget and with the assurance that we will keep to your
schedule.
Our dedicated and efficient electrical design consultants welcome the
prospect of discussing your upcoming projects. We’re here to remove some
of the stress involved in the building process, so that you remember us at
InStyle for all the right reasons.

TOUCH IT | FEEL IT | SEE IT | LOVE IT

InStyle offers an electrical selection studio,
consultancy and design service that is secondto-none!

Our electrical design services are second-tonone which is why we are one of the leading
electrical companies in Melbourne.
Who we are
InStyle Gallery along with ProGlow Electrics is a one-port-of-call for
builders, architects and owner builders. Our aim is to be the standout choice
for all your residential electrical needs which we achieve by continually
bestowing professional, on-time, on-budget, high quality workmanship.
Our team takes pride in understanding your electrical requirements and
being able to seamlessly integrate them with the latest technology to
enhance your everyday living experience.
The latest technology
We’ve made it our mission to continuously address the latest developments
in the electrical industry and deliver our clients with the most appropriate
and desired choices, by presenting all available options.
Our technicians are given unparalleled training
This applies to both the fully compliant design and implementation of our
electrical packages, and everyone is tailored to suit your specific needs.
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